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Is there a relationship between student 
activism, censorship, and social class?

Social class is invisible and often left undiscussed in the United States.

Activism requires time, effort, dedication, and potentiates educational or legal 
reprimands.

Censorship usually applies to dissemination of “obscene” materials.

 “An open society depends on liberal education, and the whole enterprise of liberal 
education is founded on the principle of free speech.” 

RESEARCH QUESTION: 



Methods

• Qualitative archival analysis.

• Researched over Spring ‘21 semester.
• Material sourced from SSU Library Archives.

• Student newspaper “The LOG” from 1969-1970.

• Articles/editorials surrounding “Black Moochie” controversy.
• Sample of 20-25 archived pieces. 

• Content analysis of 10-15 pieces.

• Coding of collected materials.



What is “The Black Moochie”? Controversy:



                     Previous Literature

•Spotlight on Speech Codes 2012: The State of 
Free Speech on Our Nation’s Campuses 
(2012)
By The Foundation for Individual Rights in 
Education (FIRE)
• 392 schools were surveyed about their free speech 

policies and the results showed that 65% of those 
schools had policies that severely restricted free speech. 

• The report breaks down the list of schools into colored 
categories corresponding to their policies .

• 65% of schools with restrictive policies were deemed 
“red”, which is significantly less than the 79% of schools 
surveyed four years prior. Only 14 schools received a 
“green” rating, while the remaining schools fell into the 
“yellow” rating.

• “The Poor Kids Table”: Organizing Around 
an Invisible and Stigmatized Identity in 
Flux (2016) By Deborah M. Warnock & 
Allison L. Hurst

• Social class as invisible but changeable.

• Lower-income, first generation, and/or working class 
(LIFGWC) students seek social mobility through 
education.

• Often feel alienated, isolated due to, and personally 
responsible for social class status.



MAY: James Brown 
performs at SSC.

OCT: Meier Resigns!

OCT: Bowditch Hall 
controversy on open 
dorm policy begins. 

OCT 5: State College 
Editors Conference at SSC.

OCT 10: Publications Board 
censures Meier for act of prior 
restraint.

OCT 9: Meier directs LOG printer 
not to print The LOG containing 
“The Black Moochie” by Eldridge 
Cleaver. 

OCT 14: Student Congress votes 
at open forum to seek legal action; 
first Independent LOG (containing 
“The Black Moochie”) is 
distributed.

OCT 16: Meier freezes LOG funds; college 
officials contact LOG advisors.

OCT 17: Trustees meeting 
arranged, Meier requests written 
explanations from Publications 
Board.

OCT 19: State College Editors 
Conference at Fitchburg State, 
Meier cancels Trustees meeting.

OCT 20: LOG staff meets 
with lawyers.

OCT 21: LOG adviser received call from 
President’s office directing him to call 
Salem police.

OCT 22: LOG meets with lawyers.

1968: Meier 
petitions for 
acceptance of 
50 qualified 
African 
American 
applicants



. OCT 27: Salem police investigate LOG then 
close investigation; Meier rejects Publication 
Board proposals.

NOV 4: LOG lawyers receive 
letter from Robert Hagiopian, 
representing Meier, agreeing to 
meet with them next week. 

NOV 7: Second issue of Independent 
LOG published. 

NOV 12: Hagiopian meets with LOG 
lawyers, deadline of Nov. 17 to agree to 
solution before LOG initiates court case.

NOV 19: Publications Board 
presents study of the 
controversy at press 
conference; students sit-in 
outside Meier’s office; students 
sleep in Arts and Sciences 
Bldg. NOV 20: Students sleep-in again, 

this time with Student Congress 
approval; student organizations 
freeze funds. 

NOV 21: Meier signs 3 
Publications Board proposals.

DEC: Noam Chomsky conferences at 
Danvers High as a “war critic” of 
Vietnam. 

“Power to the People” SSC: “we have the 
first independent, censor-less college 
television studio in America.” First feature 
about the sleep-in for the LOG.



•“The LOG Policy Statement frees the staff of 
advance approval of copy. This means that it 
needs no one’s approval, including the of the 
Publications Board and the President, before 
it may publish any article. It also means that 
no one may stop publication because they 
disapprove of an article which the editors 
intend to print.”

•“A college’s main function, as we see it, is to 
provide a forum for the free exchange and 
exploration of ideas. The ideas that may be 
explored may not be limited. The tie that binds 
a community of scholars is the recognition of 
the value of the intellect. The value of the 
intellect was not respected in this 
controversy… If, however, the flow of ideas is 
not free and each man may not evaluate them 
personally, then the college has negated its 
own function. It then becomes either a tyranny 
where only the ideas of those in power are 
allowed free dissemination, or merely a 
channel for communication of bodies of 
knowledge where skeptics are intimidated and 
moral opinions are laws.”



Orders bars of soap imprinted with “Fight the Filth” 
in a reactionary campaign designed to “protect and 
guide American youth” that is “concentrated against 

‘anything unclean to the tongue or mind of the 
beholder.’”

“These people are sincerely, honestly offended. 
They have been brought up to think in terms of a 
different type of words and ideas. They have 
different standards. There perhaps is no need to 
saturate them with sexuality.”

“Were the people who claimed to be offended 
bothered by the celebration of the black race, the 
sexuality or the ideology?”

“Womanhood is the finest state of mankind…if the 
women break down and allow filthy, sewer-prone 
language in their presence, how can we lift the 
standards of mankind?”

“You are blinding yourself with the literary content 
and not the shameful filth…Writers should confine 
themselves to the highest level of speech.”

Hagiopian concluded that The LOG staff 
needed guidance. “You need a father on 
campus,” he said. “I feel that the editors of 
The LOG need parental influence, and I am 
willing to offer my services.”



Conclusion

•“’Fuck’ is simply the non-appropriate word; it is not inherently 
evil.

The standards for its use, then, must be the context and 
intention for which it is used. In ‘The Black Moochie,’ the society 
is not middle class; it is black ghetto. The language of the streets 
is harsh and emotional. ‘Fuck’ is part of the everyday street 
language and is therefore appropriate when street people are 
conversing.” 
“The Slaying of the Jabberwock” Anonymous, The LOG, Dec 16, 1969 

What is the relationship between censorship of students, 
student activism, and implications of social class in terms of 

social mobility?

WARNING: OBSCENE 
LANGUAGE



“Who is the hero of a black girl from a small, conservative 
state college in New England?”

“’Oh, Eldridge Cleaver and his wife. His wife 
can really say it… (Cleaver) has a way of 
saying it that it just makes you feel it. I haven’t 
read very much that I can really identify with. 
Cleaver even writes it so that white men can 
read it and understand.’” 

On “The Black Moochie”:

“’It was realistic. Not many will get up 
and say it like Cleaver can.’”

Maria Smith, Vice-President of the Afro-American Society



What We Found…
• Cleaver’s novella may have contained colorful language, but its censorship was 

a perpetuation of Standard American English as a hegemonic device. 

• LIFGWC students are often marginalized on campus; though this gives them 
reason to advocate for themselves, most do not out of fear of embarrassment or 
punishment.

• SSC was a working-class college at the time, allowing many to feel comfortable 
participating in activism with peers of similar socioeconomic backgrounds. 

• Censorship limits a democratic education, which LIFGWC students seek for 
upward social mobility. 
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